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Amamani is short for Amigurumi Amish Animals. They are based on the traditional Amish puzzle

ball, and, as such, come apart into three segments, or rings, which have to be assembled to form

your animal. Gauge isn't important in these projects; however, it is important that you work as tightly

as you comfortably can. Helpful tips and step-by-step photos are included in this pattern book. Each

of theÂ six designs is stitched in segmentsÂ using Deborah Norville EverydayÂ Premier yarn, is

stuffed with polyfiberfill, and includes a pair of safety eyes. Animals included are Dinosaur,

Elephant, Giraffe, Turtle, andÂ two versions of Lion.
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These puzzle animals are really cool. Be careful and read ALL the directions for your toy first

because some of the general ones apply only to some of the toys. The first one I made was really

hard but once I got the directions, the second one went much faster and easier. The stitches are not

complicated - it's how and when the parts get assembled that takes a little concentration. The

finished products are really clever, but I would make the lion's head bigger.

This was great. The pictures are clear and easy to follow directions take you step by step through

making each of the animals. Watching adults take the balls apart and then try to put them back

together is great fun.

Perfect puzzle toy for small hands. There are step by step instructions for crocheting and



assembling these toys. I am gathering the yarn to begin a ZOO!

As an experienced crocheter I was anxious to try this new concept. I found the illustrations clear and

the layout very easy to follow. There is a photograph for every stage of construction which is helpful,

especially when making the first one. The patterns need concentration and precision to make the

pieces fit snugly. I am looking forward to making all the animals in the book. Recommended for the

library of crafters who enjoy making the amigarumi toys.

It was easy to follow. Very cute animals! I would have to say that a child would have a hard time of

putting the pieces back together when playing with it.

Can this book even get more fun!! To make toys that children will actually play with..that is a

plus...Miss Dedri has outdone herself with tutorials and great instructions...from an Amish ball you

can create almost anything!!

The patterns were easy to follow. My great grand babies love the giraffe and dinosaur I made from

this book. Plan to make more for gifts and charity projects.

The directions are very clear and are paired with beautiful photographs. I love all the different

animals you can make! I made a dinosaur for my infant which my 9 year old promptly stole! It took

me only 3 days because the instructions are so perfect. Everyone loves playing with the puzzle ball,

trying to figure out how to put it together.
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